Voting at IU graphic

This red-and-white graphic starts with white text in the upper left-hand corner that reads "Voting at IU," with an icon of a box with a check through it positioned to the right of the text. Three small icons of a ballot box are to the right, and below the icons is text that reads, "More students at IU Bloomington voted in 2020 than in 2016 thanks to IU's participation in nationwide initiatives to increase student voting."

In the center of the graphic, two statistics are featured next to green arrows pointing up. The stats read:

● "66.9% voting rate, up 21.7 percentage points from 2016"
● "85.9% voter registration, up 8.2 percentage points from 2016"

At the bottom left-hand corner is an icon of a ribbon, and to the right of it is text that reads, "Top voters by area of study" and features the following statistics:

● Natural resources and conservation, 86%
● Communications technologies, 83%
● Education, English, social sciences, 74%